
The modern alternative to 
cotton wicks. 

wooden wick candles



The Benefits of Wooden 
Wick Candles
We often get questions on our wooden wicks, 
so we thought we would share why we use 
them, their benefits and how they are 
different from regular cotton wicks.

1. A clean burn: say goodbye to 
sooty residue and hello to a clean 
burning candle. Because wooden 
wicks don’t ‘mushroom’ they 
provide minimal carbon, soot, and 
debris build up. Wood wicks do 
not self trim, they must be 
trimmed by removing any charred 
wood from previous burns, and 
your flame will shine clean + 
bright! We recommend trimming 
your wick to 5mm BEFORE you 
light it; for the perfect burn. 



2. Wider fragrance throw: In a 
burn test between a wooden 
wick vs cotton wick candle, 
results showed that the wooden 
wicks diffuse heat more rapidly 
into the  wax, and can push up 
to 35% more fragrance throw 
into a room, compared to 
cotton wicks. So, what does this 
mean…?  It means your candle is 
working better, stronger, and 
faster at spreading it’s fragrance 
around your home. 

Wider Fragrance Throw...



4. A modern aesthetic: in 
addition to an awesome 
ambiance, wooden wicks have 
a distinctive flat horizontal 
flame, giving your candle a 
modern feel that you won’t 
get with a cotton wick.

5. Toxic free: because our wicks 
are 100% wood, they are not 
only eco-friendly and 
sustainable, but also toxin and 
phthalate free.

Modern & Eco Friendly...



FSC Certified Mills…

made with wood from sappy fruit trees. 

6. Eco friendly & charitable: our wooden 
wick supplier uses wood sourced from 
FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) 
certified mills and for every $100 spent 
with them, they plant a tree with the 
“Trees for the Future” - an organization 
working to end hunger and poverty for 
small farmers through revitalising 
degraded lands. This means that with 
every Lyla Belle candle purchase, you are 
not only helping to plant trees, but also 
help support the lives of farming 
families. Read more about this 
organization at trees.org.


